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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.78.
 New Features

Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. SAM Reports | Accommodation | Status | By Date report has been converted into a Workforce Report.

SRF317 Status By Date shows the same details as the SAM report and allows the scheduling features of Workforce Reporting to be used.
[#19972]

2. Workforce Report SRF318 User Account Information has been created to show details of Workforce Reporting users. This includes information
regarding the role a person has and the reports they have access to. [#19089]

3. Transports in SAM have been updated with the ability to be hidden so they cannot be manually booked. This functionality is to be used with
commercial flight integration where the flight will be booked by a third party integration.

Improvements
1. The Finalise Complete page in SAM has been updated to simplify the available filters.

2. Workforce Report SRF256 Resource Onsite by Duration has been updated to allow output fields to be included.

3. Workforce Report SRF195 Profile Master Data has been updated with optional output fields for PreviousBookingDate and LastBookingDate.
The previous date is always date prior to today the person traveled. The last date is always the greatest date in the system (either prior, or after
today) the person has a booking. [#20643]

4. Workforce Report SRF162 Venue Occupancy by Department has been updated to optionally exclude all linked rooms.

5. Group Bookings in SAM have been updated to specify a camp not a room type. The camp specified in the creation of the group booking does not
limit where the rooms can be booked.

The number of rooms required is no longer specified until the Group Booking has been created. Additional checks have been added to
deactivation of camps and room types to ensure they are not in use with future group bookings. [#20840]

6. The SAM Profile Change document has been added to the Workflow Dashboard tiles when it is enabled.

7. The SAM Employers and Positions administration pages have been updated to include a tooltip on the active checkbox to indicate why they
cannot be made inactive.

8. Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy has been updated with several report data optional fields. [#20466]

9. The Folio Shift Status tab has been updated to allow more than 35 days to be included if the request is longer than this.

10. Additional validation has been added to rooms where they would be added or updated without a cleaning run when cleaning is enabled for the
room type.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where the Folio was not showing the correct shift status when creating an OUT/IN booking.

2. Fixed an issue where removing a multi-sector transport by selecting the EXT transport was not promoting the waitlist.

3. Fixed an issue where the Folio was incorrectly overwriting confirm items booking attributes when they were included in a request. [#20660]

4. Fixed an issue where rescheduling an offsite day trip could incorrectly result in a offsite shift status being applied even though the person was in a
room for the night. [#20836]

5. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF315 Cleaning Forecast vs Actuals where the summary data was not reflecting the raw data. [#20885]

6. Fixed an issue where the SAM Reports | People | Onsite | Onsite advised it was deprecated by SRF294. The message has been updated for
correctly specify SRF249 Resource Onsite. [#20732]
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7. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF120 Load Factor has been updated to show the correct number of people booked on a transport.
[#20903]

8. Fixed an issue where the SAM Transport | Carrier Bookings page was not classifying all bookings as needing attention correctly.

9. Fixed several issues with CWT SAM Flight Integration which allows commercial flights to be booked directly in SAM.

10. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest could incorrectly report rostered bookings as manual bookings. [#20828]

11. Fixed an issue where the Split Booking Optimiser was moving room owners out of their owned room to fix a split.

12. Fixed an issue where an error would be shown in Workflow when attempting to login. [#20856, #20835]

13. Fixed an issue where a clean could be generated after it has been reallocated more than 1 day into the future. [#21002]

14. Fixed an issue where is was not possible to waitlist a person onto a multi-sector transport even though the transport had been setup to allow
waitlisting. [#20971]

15. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF190 Room Status and Ownership where an error would occur advising of an ambiguous column
named camp.
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